EAST AGAIN
pronounce the letter r—" from old gland-mother.   She belong
vely old, more hundled years."
Mrs. X was delighted and sent Yang Wen Tsung's aged
grandmother—she had died long before Yang Wen Tsung was
born—a present of money which he hesitated quite a long time
to accept on her behalf.
But fate was unkind. The goldfish pined and was evidently
unhappy. Mrs. X consulted Yang Wen Tsung. " I think/'
he replied, " little goldfish vely sad—no have got little fliend—
vely lonely, vely solly." So Mrs. X charged him to buy a
companion fish, and that week's housekeeping book contained
the entry—one first-class number one goldfish, $3. But the new
arrival was too late to restore the invalid to health. The first
goldfish died. To avoid a second tragedy Yang Wen Tsung
purchased another. It was of three colours and had no dorsal
fin, so it cost $4.50 cents because it was very rare.
Before the Secretary returned to Peking Mrs. X possessed
a complete collection of eleven varieties of fantastic goldfish that
were kept, in pairs, in enormous porcelain bowls in the verandah.
These bowls came, of course, from the shop in which Yang Wen
Tsung's brother served, on a commission basis.   A boy, too, had
been added to the household staff to feed the fish, change the
water and drive away predatory cats.   As a matter of fact he was
Yang Wen Tsung's youngest brother.   But it was soon evident
that the fish required trained supervision, and an old Chinese
lady-doctor—Yang Wen Tsung's mother by the way—came
round for an hour or two every morning for a small fee to pre-
scribe the medicine that Yang Wen Tsung's uncle, chemist,
supplied.
To-day Mrs. X breeds Chinese goldfish and is striving at
Yang Wen Tsung's instigation to raise a new variety that will
bring her fame by its being named after her. There are no more
big porcelain bowls at the shop in Chien-men street, but the
merchant has ordered a fresh consignment. From far-away
rivers Yang Wen Tsung procures for Mrs. X those rare,
expensive kinds of water-weed, so necessary, he says, for the
alimentation of first-class goldfish, but which in reality the little
children of his widowed sister gather in the shallows of the city
moat. It is they, too, who dig out of the family manure heap
the grubs which Tang Wen Tsung assures Mrs. X are those of
butterflies only found on the shores of the lakes of the Summer
Palaces which play, he asserts, so important a part in the deter-

